
PROPOSITION A:
San Francisco Transportation and Road

Improvement Bond

The CSFN General Assembly voted unanimously to oppose
this Bond.

Proponents claim that this bond will construct, redesign and
rebuild streets and sidewalks, make infrastructure repairs and
improvements that increase Muni reliability, ease traffic
congestion, reduce vehicle travel times, enhance pedestrian and
bicycle safety, and improve disabled access.
However, the actual text of this bond does not state that this is
what it will do.

Proposition A needs two-thirds of the voting electorate to vote
“yes” (67.7%) to pass.

Proposition A is a misrepresentation to the voters of how the City
will spend the $500Million in property taxes of this bond. With
debt service (interest) on the bond, Prop A will cost over One
Billion Dollars.

If you own or lease a motor vehicle or currently pay property
taxes you will be paying for this bond — not renters. The bond
states that it will allow landlords to pass-through 50% of “the
resulting property tax increase to residential tenants,” but renters
will not have to pay any pass- through tax as this bond will fit
underneath the city’s debt ceiling.

No rolling-stock (buses) can be purchased by the bond. According
to Nadia Sesay, Director of Public Finance, “The CA constitution
specifically limits General Obligation (GO) bond proceeds to “the
acquisition or improvement of real property”. The broad
consensus is that land and building are permissible. Additionally,
Prop 13 also limits the use of GO bond proceeds.
Citizens have no way of knowing what the Proposition A bond
money will be spent on because the bond states clearly:
“…a portion may be allocated to construction improvements,
Caltrans infrastructure, people who have limited mobility,
pedestrian safety improvements, replacing traffic signals,
SFMTA facilities.”

The bond does not state the funds “must be used” or “shall be
used” in any specific manner.

The Proposition A bond fund will become a $500Million slush
fund for the SFMTA and CALTRANS.

(cont’d on p.4)!

Further, there are no guarantees on what this money will be
finally spent on.

Finally, there are no provisions for oversight over the spending of
the bond money.

We can all agree that Muni has big problems and needs to be
upgraded, but Proposition A is not the answer. It is a bad use of
public funds.

VOTE NO ON PROP A!

dc ab dc
PROPOSITION B:

The Population-Based Adjustment to General Fund
Appropriation to the Transportation Fund

The CSFN General Assembly voted unanimously to oppose
this Charter Amendment.

This is a weak attempt by Supervisor Scott Wiener to recoup the
estimated $1Billion in Vehicle Licensing Taxes (VLT) that
Mayor Lee wanted to collect from San Franciscans between 2015
and 2019.

Mayor Lee wanted to increase the San Francisco’s VLT from its
current 0.65% to 2.0% of the purchase price of a car. The
Mayor’s pollsters showed that the VLT tax was sure to fail in this
year’s upcoming November election, so Mayor Lee pulled the
VLT from the November ballot.

Against the Mayor’s wishes, Wiener introduced Proposition B —
a Proposition almost certain to fail and take Proposition A with it.

This is a charter amendment that will
1) create an annual transportation General Fund set-aside of
approximately $22Million,

2) annually take money out of the General Fund based on
population increases,

3) retroactively take $22Million out of the General Fund for
San Francisco population increases from 2004–2014 and

4) supposedly this tax will be retired if and when the Mayor
passes the VLT.

A set-aside that takes money from General Fund social services
such as medical needs and children and permanently gives the
money to transportation makes no sense.
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Executive Committee Report
September 24
George Wooding called the meeting to order at 6:02 PM.
Present were Judy Berkowitz, Wooding, Rose Hillson,
Charles Head, Glenn Rogers, Penelope Clark, Marlayne
Morgan, Claire Zvanski.
Excused absence: Dick Millet, Melinda LaValle.
Guest: Kathy Howard.
There was a quorum.

Officers’ Reports
President Judy Berkowitz. Civil Grand Jury presentation
at the September GA was excellent. Thank you to the CGJ
participants! • Working on No on A (Transpo Bond)
campaign. • David Pilpel (SPEAK) has offered to devise
policy on internal CSFN management, e.g. member
participation and recruitment. • Moved to donate equal
amounts to each of those ballot issues on which CSFN has
taken an official organizational stance: No on A, No on B,
Yes on H, No on I and Yes on L. Marlayne seconded. (Later
in the meeting this motion was negated by a proposition to
place ads in the October edition of each of the neighborhood
monthly newspapers.)
1st Vice President Wooding. Supervisor Campos is
introducing a bill that will keep demonstrators at least 25'
from planned parenthood centers. • A resolution re Airbnb
will be introduced at BoS. • The appeal of the court decision
on Parkmerced lost.
2nd Vice President Rose Hillson. Article 2 Simplification
and Definition Consolidation resolution letter was sent to the
planning commission and Board of Supervisors. • Amicus
letter of support (Parkmerced/SF Tomorrow) • 1481
Post/1333 Gough Project resolution was sent. • Prop M’s
meaning has changed twice since the Parkmerced decision.
Recording Secretary Charles Head. Distributed copies
of Sept GA draft minutes.
Treasurer Dick Millet.

Unfinished Business. 501(c)4 status.
Program for October GA.Marlayne will ask Melissa
Griffin Caen to speak to state ballot issues.
Discussion. Excomm decided to advertise with
neighborhood newspapers instead of donating to individual
measures’ campaigns. The 13 newspapers of the San
Francisco Neighborhood Newspaper Assn sfnna.com were
contacted throughout the city to place the CSFN Official
Recommendations as a ¼-page advertisement in their
October editions. • ExComm unanimously recommended
to the GA to approve expenditures from the treasury to
cover this. The GA will vote on this recommendation at the
October GA meeting.
Adjournment. The meeting adjourned at 7:00 pm

— George Wooding (MTHA) Chair

Transportation Committee Report
Transportation Committee will meet formally after the
election and re-group. We are all too involved now.
Some of our latest individual efforts to fight the machine:
Letters and comments on many articles; a few linked
below.

Working diligently with a lot of groups to coordinate
efforts to rev up support for our positions.

Many neighborhood groups are excelling in their outreach.
We are in touch with other city groups who are
opposing Plan Bay Area and the stack and pack housing
along transit corridors we are all so familiar with now.

If you have the time and inclination to help, please sign up
on one of these sites:

We need help distributing signs and support at events.
No on A: http://NoOnTransportationBond2014.com/
Yes on L: http://www.RestoreBalance14.org/
The latest organized effort to generate public comment on
the SFMTA and the ballot initiatives is almost done. All
that is left is some new art work.
savesfmuni.wordpress.com/

Next on the agenda is to organize around the TEP. We are
getting support on that front. Can use more. Let us know
when the SFMTA hold hearings or takes actions that concern
you so we can alert others and maybe stop some of their
insane plans. Efforts to change plans on Irving were
successful. Why some people get relief and others don’t is
odd, but one can only try.
In case you missed the news and Willie Brown announcement
the SFMTA plans to shut down the Geary, Van Ness
intersection for several months in the near future. Hopefully
they will do it before the election and annoy more people.
Article linked here:
http://metermadness.wordpress.com/2014/10/05/van-ness-
avenue-next-on-list-for-traffic-tie-ups-in-s-f/
We need to write letters to the Supervisors suggesting they
wait until after the November elections to approve any more
major street alterations. If you haven’t driven down Third
Street south of Evans, you should. The SFMTA has created
the most dangerous street in town. You have to see it for
yourself. I was almost hit by a car that could not figure out
which lane to turn down onto Third from a side street. There
are no signs warning of merging car onto track lanes or bike
lanes in and out of car lanes. There are no straight lanes.
We need your support and help. Please be sure to spread
the word and volunteer some time if you can. Donate what
you can by Friday October 17. Window signs and flyers are
ready to be picked up or request delivery. Details are here or
reply to me directly. http://restorebalance14.org/

—Mari Eliza (EMIA) Chair
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CSFN Draft Minutes: Draft General Assembly Meeting Sept 16, 2014
1. Call to Order. President Judith Berkowitz brought
the Sept. 16 meeting to order at 7:02 in the Northern
Police Station Community Room.
a. Quorum declared. 26 delegates and alternates
represented 22 CSFN member organizations.
Four guests signed in.

b. Agenda approved.
c. Introductions. Delegates and guests introduced
themselves.

d. Hosts Leo Martinez (EDIA) cited improvements
in McLaren Park and concerns about the Mission
Corridor. Co-host Marlayne Morgan (CHNA)
mentioned Gerry Crowley (THD) just celebrated
her 80th birthday. Fabulous burritos from La
Taqueria (voted best burritos in the city!)

2. Minutes. The August 19 General Assembly draft
minutes on page 3 of the Newsletter were approved
as printed.

3. Officers’ Reports.
a. President Berkowitz (EMIA). Treasurer Dick
Millet was at CMPC for heart surgery. • She has
been working with No on Prop A and the other
three VIP ballot arguments that CSFN wrote. She
distributed the text of these four ballot arguments
to the assembled delegates.

b. 1st VPWooding (MTHA). Spoke against Chiu’s
proposed Airbnb legislation and said Prop A
funds can’t be used for new Muni rolling stock
should the measure pass.

c. 2nd VP Hillson (JPIA). 458 Grove project DR
was taken by Planning Commission by a
unanimous vote of 7–0 with additional
restrictions. • A new “characteristic” use ready
for adoption via Article 2 legislation on Oct. 16,
2014 by Planning Commission. This continues
with the blending of more “institutional” or “non-
residential” use into residential use districts
citywide. Come to the hearing on Oct. 16!

d. Recording Secretary Head (SHARP). The Aug
draft minutes are on p.3 of the Sept Newsletter

e. Corresponding Secretary Rogers (PmAC).
f. TreasurerMillet (PBNA).

4. Committee Reports.
a. Bylaws. Chair Claire Zvanski (EDIA).
b. Dinner. Chair George Wooding (MTHA).
c. Gov’t & Elections. Chair Charles Head
(SHARP).

d. Land Use & Housing. Chair Hiroshi Fukuda
(RCA). Report in Sept NL p.2. • 458 Grove DR
passed unanimously to support 7–0 at Planning
Commission.

e. Media Relations. Chair Eileen Boken (SPEAK).
f. Open Space. Chair Nancy Wuerfel (SPEAK).
g. Transportation. ChairMari Eliza (EMIA).
h. Water Task Force. Chair Joan Girardot
(MCI&POA).

5. Unfinished Business. Glenn Rogers (PmAC) read
into the record the Resolution to Support Amicus
Letter in the Case of Review for the Parkmerced
Suit at California Supreme Court.
Resolved, Coalition for San Francisco
Neighborhoods (CSFN) supports an amicus
letter asking for the Supreme Court of
California to review this case [Parkmerced].
Full text on p. 4 of the September NL.
Passed 22–1.

6. New Business.
7. Program. The 2013–2014 Civil Grand Jury
Reports. Jury Members Elena Schmid Chair, Larry
Bush, Ernestine Patterson and Charles Head
summarized the CGJ reports and answered
questions.

8. Adjournment. The meeting was adjourned at
8:45 pm.

— Charles Head (SHARP) Recording Secretary

Charles Head, Chair Elana Schmid, Larry Bush, Ernistine Patterson: members of the 2013–
2014 Civil Grand Jury reviewed findings at the September General Assembly meeting.
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Wiener is claiming that the Mayor will eliminate these
transportation funds once the VLT is passed, however the
language of Proposition B does not force the Mayor from
continuing to use the Proposition B tax funds.

When is the last time a politician gave money back to the people?

VOTE NO ON PROP B!

dc ab dc
PROPOSITION H:

The Golden Gate Park Recreational Fields
Renovation Act

The CSFN General Assembly voted unanimously to support
this Ordinance.

This Citizens’ Initiative designates that all athletic fields in
Golden Gate Park in the area west of Crossover Drive shall be
maintained as natural grass. The City shall not permit nighttime
sports field lighting.

Backed by the Fisher Brothers’ millions and acting through their
lobbyist City Fields Foundation, the Recreation & Park
Department (RPD) agreed to pave over 7.5 acres of public grass
fields with artificial turf, add an acre of parking, cut down
surrounding trees and add 60' high athletic field lighting which
emits 150,000 watts of lighting every night of the year.

The RPD has done little to maintain the natural grass Beach
Chalet Fields since 1998 when it claiming that the fields were
dilapidated.

After signing a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the
City Fields Foundation, the RPD essentially gave the public grass
fields away to a private for-profit company to build an artificial
turf soccer stadium that would take up over one-half of the
Western edge of Golden Gate Park.

The privatization of public assets for money is now more
important to the RPD than the land that the public once
controlled.

The RPD said it wanted the artificial turf fields to increase playing
time for children between 4:30 and 7:00pm. But the kicker is that
it aims to use the weekends and the 7:00–10:00pm time period as
for-profit time to rent the fields to adult teams and leagues,
especially those from out of town who must pay more to use
them.

With over $5 million of the 2008 Recreation & Park bond money
already dedicated to the Beach Chalet Fields the RPD has more
than enough money to fix and upgrade the current grass fields.

VOTE YES ON PROP H!

dc ab dc

PROPOSITION I:
The Renovation of Playgrounds, Walking Trails

and Athletic Fields

The CSFN General Assembly voted unanimously to oppose
this Ordinance.
This is an Ordinance amending the Park Code to authorize
renovation of children’s playgrounds, walking trails and athletic
fields where a certified Environmental Impact Report (EIR) will
document at least a doubling in anticipated usage.

The RPD put this on the ballot as soon as they realized that the
Citizen’s Initiative Proposition H would gather enough signatures
to be placed on the November ballot.

The RPD is so desperate not to have Proposition H adopted that
they added a poison pill into Proposition I that will kill
Proposition H. The paragraph below shows why it is so hard to
trust or respect San Francisco’s politicians:
“In the event that this initiative and any other such measure(s) are
approved by voters at the same election, and this initiative
receives a greater number of affirmative votes than any other
such measure(s), this initiative shall control in its entirety and
the other the other measure(s) shall be rendered void and
without any legal effect.”

The City Charter already grants broad powers to the Recreation &
Park Commission to approve projects. These extensive powers are
subject to a limited set of checks and balances, including the ballot
initiative process. However, under certain conditions Prop I would
transfer all effective control over our parkland to the Recreation &
Park Department staff.

If Prop I passes the RPD will violate the Golden Gate Masterplan,
impact the aquifer, disrupt the flight paths of birds, destroy the
habitat of animals and ruin the City’s best area for dark sky
viewing.

Prop I won’t provide any new funding for our parks. Also, it
doesn’t add any new parkland. Prop I simply alters how decisions
are made about our limited open space.

Prop I makes doubling a park’s usage the ONLY value in deciding
on a project. Most commercial uses would double usage.
Prop I will open up our parks to commercialization.

Furthermore, Rec & Park controls the data on usage of our parks.
Prop I gives Rec & Park carte blanche to use its own data to
decide unilaterally what happens to San Francisco’s parks.

Keep control of your parks
Rec & Park’s Prop I is both too vague and too broad. It is full of
unforeseen consequences for your parks. If you want to maintain
control over your park, your playing fields, your playgrounds and
your walking trails, then vote no on I.

VOTE NO ON PROP I!

(cont’d from p.1)No on A, No on B, Yes on H, No on I and Yes on L
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PROPOSITION L:
Declaration of Policy Regarding Transportation

Priorities

The CSFN General Assembly voted unanimously to support
this Declaration of Policy.
With 79% of San Francisco households owning or leasing an
automobile and nearly 50% of San Franciscans who work
outside of their homes driving or carpooling to work, it is
time for the Mayor, the Supervisors, and the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) Board to restore
a balanced transportation policy for all San Franciscans.
Balanced transportation policies would better serve San
Francisco motorists, pedestrians, first responders, taxi riders,
Muni riders, and bicyclists, and address the unique needs of
the disabled, seniors, and families with children.
The Board of Supervisors created a Transit First policy in
1973. In 1999, the SFMTA was created. Its unelected board
was granted exclusive authority to dictate the City’s
transportation policies. Since then, the Transit First policy has
morphed into one that favors only public transportation and
bicycles, to the exclusion of any other mode of transportation.
Nevertheless, a majority of San Franciscans need and want
the automobile option for its convenience, personal safety,
and freedom of movement.
The City has eliminated thousands of off-street and on-street
parking spaces through new construction and the creation of
new bike lanes. The City also removed the requirement that
one parking space be created for each new residential unit
constructed. To make matters worse, the SFMTA has not
constructed a single new parking garage since the 1990s.
These out-of-balance policies have contributed to a severe
shortage of parking spaces in the City.
By eliminating traffic lanes, the City has increased travel
times for motorists, Muni riders, and first responders alike.
This has contributed to greater congestion on our streets,
thereby increasing greenhouse-gas emissions.
The City has substantially increased parking garage fees,
meter rates, parking ticket fines, and the costs of Residential
Parking Permits, while expanding the days and times when
meters are enforced. Today, motorists pay a greater share of
the SFMTA’s budget than do Muni riders.
Motorists’ share of funding the SFMTA will continue to rise
if the vehicle license fee is tripled as proposed; parking
meters are stealthily being expanded into residential
neighborhoods; and the City follows through on its plans to
introduce variable meter pricing to every neighborhood of
San Francisco.
VOTE YES ON PROP L!

— George Wooding (MTHA)

(cont’d from p.4) Vote Like This!
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When the land becomes so scarce that so little is left to go
around, the established rules have to get thrown out to be
able to come up with a system that allows almost a free-
for-all. Well, at least in San Francisco.

It seems that in the case of SF & Parkmerced vs. SFT &
PmAC, the judge decided that what the citizenry had
thought were inalienable rights to have some things
protected in “shall” clauses were actually in “should”
clauses so that the protections thought to be in place were
moot. Thus some of these old inalienable rights were
stricken with one fell swoop of the judicial pen.

For those who were not paying attention to the
Parkmerced case because they thought they would be
immune to the reduction of open space, to the
densification of units, to the non-requirement on the
developers’ end for providing full transportation amenities
surrounding the project, etc. it has now hit home that the
changes to open space, non-residential use in residential
neighborhoods, increase in density are now proposed to
hit the residential areas. Thus far these residential areas
have not had a lot of drastic use changes due to our
current system of having “conditional use” meetings
before the Planning Commission where the residents can
argue the merits of issuing the “conditional use” permit.

Now that some uses that require “conditional use”
meetings are to be automatically OK’d (no hearings), the
only way the poor citizenry can get any form of “justice”
is to appeal (use the judicial system).

Appealing does not get anywhere because no matter how
high one goes, there is something in the judicial branch of
government that allows for administrative dispensation to
be used. This appears to be the inherent danger in what is
going on today in San Francisco government. We all
learned in our high school civics course that there are
three main powers: legislative (Congress), executive
(President), and judicial (courts).

When San Franciscans cannot have their wishes carried
out by their elected officials, they can take the matter to
the courts; however, what has kicked in is called
“administrative law” which basically delegates power to
other agencies to make the decisions. At the Planning
Commission the Zoning Administrator is delegated
special powers to make decisions on zoning issues, on
variance approvals on projects (e.g. reduction of required
rear yard open space, merger of units, “non-

Ye Olde Rule of Kings O’er
San Francisco

(cont’d on p.6)
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How to Reach Us
President: Judith Berkowitz • sfjberk@mac.com • 824-0617
1st VP: George Wooding • mother_ed@bigeds.com
2nd VP: Rose Hillson • gumby5@att.net
Recording Scrtry: Charles Head • charlesnhead@hotmail.com
Corr Secretary: Glenn Rogers • alderlandscape@comcast.net
Treasurer: Dick Millet • milletdick@yahoo.com
Member-at-Large: Penelope Clark • penelopeclark@yahoo.com
Member-at-Large: Melinda LaValle • melindalavalle@aol.com
Member-at-Large: Marlayne Morgan • marlayne16@gmail.com
Parliamentarian: Claire Zvanski • czvanski@hotmail.com

Committee Meetings
Bylaws: Chair Claire Zvanski • czvanski@hotmail.com
Dinner: George Wooding • mother_ed@bigeds.com
Gov’t & Elections: Chair Charles Head •charlesnhead@hotmail.com
Land Use & Housing: Monday 5:30PM November 10 • Northern

Police Station • Chair Hiroshi Fukuda • ninersam@aol.com •
386-2212

Media Relations: Acting Chair Eileen Boken • aeboken@gmail.com
Open Space: Ongoing Meetings • Chair Nancy Wuerfel •
nancenumber1@aol.com • 731-6432, Co-chair R Albright • 621-9621

Transportation: Chair Mari Eliza • mari@abazaar.com
Water Task Force: Chair Joan Girardot • 346-5525

residential” use in residential areas, etc. With so much power
concentrated in one person, it is easy to make the decision
knowing few will take the matter to the courts.

In order to fit all the people into San Francisco — the land of
49 square miles that is shrinking as sea levels rise — the very
people who want the “new economy” / “sharing economy” to
take hold must re-do the Planning Code because it will not
presently accommodate the new “wants” of the people who
believe this is the way to “sustainability.”

So, with not enough land zoned for all the different uses
sought, the Planning Department is starting to blend the
various use of land so that all the various colors of use
(residential, institutional, hotel/motel (e.g. Airbnb),
educational, religious, etc.) get blended into one muddy mess
— no matter what the residential zoning.

When regular residential housing gets cannibalized by these
non-residential uses mentioned above, where do the long-
term lower-wage tenants live? Where do the middle-class
families with or without children live? The residents who
think they are going to be living next to “regular residents”
may find themselves living next door to religious spaces,
student dorms, medical room and board, high-tech
infrastructure “housing.” What gives the City the right to
bypass the three main Checks and Balances that govern this
land?
Administrative law.

If you do not like what you are about to live next door to,
write the Planning Commission
(commissions.secretary@sfplanning.org, c/o Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, SF, CA 94102) and the
Board of Supervisors (board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org, 1 Dr.
Carlton B. Goodlett Place, SF, CA 94102).

Let them know how you think this new approach to land use
is sitting with you.

Background: Dr. Philip Hamburger “The History and Danger
of Administrative Law” published in Imprimis, September
2014, Volume 43, Number 9 – a publication of Hillsdale
College, ISSN 0277-8432. Here’s the link to it:
http://imprimis.hillsdale.edu/current?utm_source=News
%20Box&utm_medium=Website&utm_campaign=Home
%20Page

— Rose Hillson (JPIA)

(cont’d from p.5) Administrative Law
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